
Pre-paid blockchain water billing system

EZPack - Nuhanse

EZPack and Nuhanse announcing their
intention deploy a pre-paid water billing
system based on wireless water meters
managed on a blockchain platform.

TEL AVIV, NEW YORK, ISRAEL, May 8,
2019 /EINPresswire.com/ -- Tel Aviv,
Israel May 8th, 2019; EZPack® Water
Ltd., and Nuhanse Networks are
pleased to announce their intention to
develop and deploy a pre-paid water
billing system based on wireless water
meters managed on a blockchain
platform.  

The water App will first be rolled out in
urban and rural areas in Africa. Nearly
all developing countries have national
water supply and sanitation policies,
and all encourage private-sector participation to provide water supply systems, and reform of
the service where current systems are vulnerable to resource misallocation. The result is a lack
of investment in water infrastructure from corporations and governments, leaving many without
water. This water App. will enable water to be provided to households and will incorporate
micro-finance payment applications.

Efficiently allocating water to underserved urban and rural households is the incentive that led
EZPack® Water Ltd., a veteran of the emergency water management sector, to lead the way with
a prepaid water billing system. EZPack® is looking to partner with Nuhanse Network, a world
leader in Distributed Ledger Governance software, creating a tamper resistant water payment
system. By combining smart meters with smart contracts, their system guarantees that water is
used by paying users, and the water providers receive their payments. As a consequence of the
system, EZPack® will attract investment into African water infrastructure, positively impacting
millions of lives. 

EZPack® Water Ltd., is a private Israeli company manufacturing and marketing proprietary
solutions for water storage, distribution and mobility. The company products are aimed to
markets such as emergency, disaster relief, firefighting, military, construction and mining
industry, agriculture, and a myriad of other applications. 

For more information about EZPack Water visit: http://www.ezpackwater.com/ 

On LinkedIn https://www.linkedin.com/company/ezpack-water-ltd-/about/

On Inportal  http://inportalusa.com/ezpack

Nuhanse Network is a pioneer in the world of eGovernance products and specialized tools that
bolster economies, enhance transparency and encourage efficiency. We aid and support both
nations and businesses with modular Distributed Ledger Technology and machine-learning
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systems.

For more information about Nuhanse visit: https://www.nuhansenetwork.tech/ 

On LinkedIn www.linkedin.com/company/nuhanse-network-inc/about
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